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Abstract: Complex sustainability problems (e.g., climate change) are challenging to understand and manage, leading to an increase in approaches that connect scholars to society and research to action (collaborative approaches). The transdisciplinary approach (TDA) represents one such approach. While TDA is new to many, there are several prior collaborative approaches including collaborative adaptive management, knowledge integration, participatory action research, and indigenous/local knowledge. Other contemporary and parallel approaches include citizen science, translational science, evidence-based practice, and knowledge with action. The varied disciplinary roots and problem areas contribute to a lack of interaction among these parallel but distinct approaches, and among the scholars and stakeholders who practice them. In this paper, we consider the connections, complementarities and contradictions among these distinct but related collaborative approaches. This review offers insights into the interaction between science and practice, including the importance of social processes and recognition of different ways of knowing, as well as how to conduct collaborative approaches on a variety of scales and think about how to generalize findings. The review suggests a need to rethink roles and relationships in the process of knowledge co-creation, both extending the roles of researchers and practitioners, creating new hybrid roles for “pracademics”, and placing greater awareness on issues of power.
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1. Introduction

“Wicked” sustainability problems, defined as problems that are multi-dimensional, appear intractable, and for which there is no one clear solution, are increasing in number and intensity [1]. These problems differ fundamentally from technical problems that can be isolated and controlled using standard scientific methodologies. The unique characteristics of knowledge production that can address complex sustainability problems were first defined by Gibbons and Nowtony in their formulation of “Mode 2” knowledge [2,3]. “Mode 2” knowledge was defined as knowledge production that is applied, integrates multiple disciplines and stakeholders, is reflexive, and which offers novel ways to assess quality [2]. In this paper, we consider the transdisciplinary approach (TDA) [4,5] as part of a suite of collaborative approaches that connect research with action and that have increased in
In this paper, we explore multiple antecedent and contemporary collaborative approaches to knowledge production and highlight how they might strengthen and inform TDA. This review reveals the network that Gibbons and Nowtony proposed as an as-yet-unconsolidated, but diverse and growing body of collaborative approaches that suggest evolution in the practice and processes of science.

Transdisciplinarity connects diverse knowledge holders with one another and the realm of practice, shares power within the process, and arrives at different outcomes including action and problem management. It is a varied and shifting approach, but some characteristics are common across most applications. The first characteristic of this approach is its innate interdisciplinarity, which emerges from pursuing questions that require multiple disciplines to understand. TDA is concerned with action and seeks to understand a problem arena from multiple perspectives to assess and respond to it effectively.

The second characteristic of TDA is adoption of a process of knowledge co-production. Co-production is the process of knowledge creation that occurs between disparate knowledge producers interested in creating applied and useful knowledge. While co-production has emerged from several disciplines (sustainability science, public administration, and science and technology studies), common practices include engagement of diverse participants, attention to power and process, and reflexivity [8]. Co-production recognizes that shifting the process of science requires altering power relations between scientists and citizens [2]. Co-production demonstrates a commitment to knowledge democracy and to equalizing power in the process of creating and sharing knowledge [9]. In this paper, we define co-production as a process of knowledge creation attuned to both local (sharing knowledge) and larger (influencing governance structures to facilitate it) problem-solving [10].

The third characteristic of TDA is the types of outcomes that it facilitates, from action to problem management and capacity building. Outcomes from TDA should be useful in real world application and supported by rigorous scholarship [11]. While solutions-oriented outcomes are often the stated goals of TDA, Scholz and Steiner (2015a) acknowledge that in practice, outcomes often include important intermediate outcomes like capacity building, consensus building, mediation, and legitimization [12]. Among the most important and challenging outcomes of TDA are applied actions to manage some of the most critical sustainability challenges of our time.

The term “transdisciplinarity” was initially introduced in a 1970 seminar by the Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget, with the term increasing in use over time [13]. Researchers in health and medicine were some of the first to adopt this approach [14,15]. Within TDA, three separate discourses have been identified, each emerging from a different disciplinary base: a science-policy approach emerging from sociology (e.g., [3]), a systems approach from education and innovation (e.g., [16]) and a solution-based framing from environmental sustainability and health (e.g., [17]). While some of the collaborative approaches we review in this paper correspond to these TDA antecedents, others have developed separately. For instance, knowledge with action is aligned with the science-policy discourse, while participatory action research and collaborative adaptive management come from the solution-based approach. In this paper, we follow the European tradition of denoting TDA as both cross-disciplinary and working with societal actors, although we acknowledge that in the US TDA has often been defined as synonymous with interdisciplinary research [13].

Funders and platforms such as Future Earth [18], the Programme for Ecosystem Change and Society [19], and the Belmont Forum embrace this approach, and encourage researchers to adopt it. Policy decisions that have been influenced by this approach include the sustainable development realm [20], biodiversity [21] and European Union science policy [22]. As complex challenges abound and funding for TDA increases, more scholars are adopting it and using it to inform policy decision-making. As TDA expands its reach and scale, it is critical to reflect on what multiple approaches for connecting knowledge to action mean for building sustainable outcomes and processes on which the future of the planet and humanity depends.
Critiques of TDA center around process, power and generalizability. TDA has diverse manifestations that use different processes and levels of knowledge integration [21]. Some have cautioned against labeling all academic-practitioner collaborations as ‘transdisciplinary’ [12], while others express concern that too little attention is paid to the TDA process [9,23]. Power asynchronies among participants can interfere with the success of the TDA process [24] and practitioners of TDA do not always fully consider power [4,25]. Finally, Westberg and Polk (2016) caution that TDA-produced action-related knowledge is specific to the ‘micro-context’ of the TDA practice [11] and cannot be generalized, although the process of TDA can be [26].

In this paper, we aim to inform and strengthen TDA practice by reviewing eight parallel collaborative approaches that seek to bridge knowledge and action. This review allows us to explore common themes across approaches. We believe that establishing this historical and broader perspective will strengthen TDA by revealing common practices and weaknesses from collaborative approaches, learning from the strengths of other approaches, and suggesting places for further cross-approach learning. In addition, connecting TDA practitioners to antecedents and other contemporary approaches may help to answer some of the critiques that have emerged in TDA (see above), and enhance TDA to make it more relevant, salient and legitimate. We focus on approaches with roots and applications in a diversity of disciplines, but that have been applied in natural resources/conservation, since the authors all work in this field. Although natural resources/conservation provided our lens for looking at collaborative approaches we believe that the implications apply to a broader range of fields that want to connect scholars with society to address real-world issues.

2. Methods

This paper began during a retreat of the research subcommittee of the Center for Collaborative Conservation, based at Colorado State University. In our discussions, questions about the roots of transdisciplinarity emerged, as well as intersections with other approaches that the author team was familiar with. As social-ecological scholars, primarily rooted in natural resources and conservation, we were familiar with many of these approaches and had published in these fields. In the course of our discussions, we identified the eight approaches reviewed here. Prior to submission for publication, we requested three friendly reviews from other sustainability science scholars to review the paper and offer suggestions. There was consensus that the approaches reviewed were representative of approaches that work to connect scholars and society for applied actions in the natural resource and conservation fields. Based on author expertise and familiarity, we each chose 1–2 approaches to review for this paper. The review was based on baseline understanding of each approach and a broad reading of the literature. For each approach, we looked to address goals and outcomes, the scale at which they are applied, how they address issues of power, and how they might inform one another and the future of TDA research and practice.

To better understand the approaches in relation to one another, we drafted several figures included in the text. For Figure 1, we conducted a search in Web of Science for keywords associated with each of the reviewed approaches (see Appendix A for a full list of keywords). We then created a stacked histogram based on these numbers of published papers for each approach over time. We acknowledge that there might be other related work which could have used similar but different terminology to describe the application of a similar or same method. For Figure 2, we established the timeline using the first published article found for each approach from the Web of Science search. Major fields associated with each approach were assessed through a literature review and knowledge of each field by the author team. For Figures 3 and 4, we compared reviewed approaches on a series of attributes. The authors completed a thorough literature review for the paper, as well as using these approaches in prior work, and thus were familiar with the scale of each approach, level of power sharing, level of inclusivity, and relative focus on research vs. action demonstrated in published articles from each approach. The authors most familiar with each approach set the numerical range for each approach based on their knowledge of the literature. Solid lines were based on where the
field is currently, and dotted lines represent the aspirational direction of various approaches based on internal discussions within each approach and trends in each. Once experts on each approach had provided these numbers, we reviewed their placement as a team to make sure that the relative ranges were accurate based on the authors’ collective knowledge. While not precise, these qualitative representations are useful for comparing these approaches to one another.

Figure 1. Total number of citations for each approach reviewed by year of publication.
Figure 2. Timeline of reviewed approaches showing year of first publication and major fields contributing to the approach over time.

Figure 3. Reviewed approaches compared by scale of application and level of power sharing. Circle in center shows primary position of each approach while solid lines show current range and dotted lines show anticipated direction of movement.
These ways of knowing differ based on their cultural connection and mode of acquisition, which include traditional (passed across generations), empirical (based on careful observation and practice), revealed (obtained through vision, ritual and ceremony) and contemporary (experience, education and problem solving) [31]. ILK can also be described as a high-context view that attempts to understand relationships instead of reducing context [32]. While these systems of knowing have some elements in common (e.g., holistic, relational), they are also as diverse as the people and contexts in which they arise [31]. ILK is developed and utilized in order to adapt, survive and thrive in place [33], and thus its utility and value is based on its applicability.

One type of ILK is “indigenous science”, defined as an alternative to scientific traditions rooted in renaissance/enlightenment thinking and typically described as modern science, and emerged as a response to educational and research institutions that failed to recognize alternative ways of knowing [28], researchers who failed to respect different knowledge systems [34], and conservation that failed to integrate native worldviews [35]. Indigenous science treats nature as an alive and active partner in the research process [36]. The goal of indigenous science is to maintain balance with the natural world. It does this through drawing on all forms of human experience (observation, traditions, spiritual, etc.) and collapsing time and space to understand patterns across these dimensions [28,37]. It also places a value on the embeddedness of the perceiver and their role in the research process. Instead of a specific set of methods, indigenous science is a systematic, ethical and integrated approach for understanding the world. Some have argued that many environmental disasters were caused by
reliance on modern science, and therefore it is critical to teach indigenous science alongside modern science [33,38].

3.2. Participatory Action Research

Participatory Action Research (PAR) is one of the oldest approaches to connecting people who produce knowledge and apply it. It engages researchers as partners in research design, implementation, and interpretation, and holds awareness raising and action as goals co-equal with knowledge co-production. Rooted in the work of social psychologist Kurt Lewin (1948) in the US and educator Paolo Freire (1970) in Brazil, PAR evolved in various directions, influencing Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA) in international rural development [39], community-based research (CBR), and participatory research (PR). The health sciences [40] and education have applied PAR since the 1970s, and PAR increased in popularity in natural resource management since the 1990s [41–43].

PAR methods include both conventional social science and humanities research tools like surveys and interviews, and innovative participatory approaches, such as photo-voice, participatory videography (e.g., [44]) and arts-based methods like participatory theater [45] and poetry. PAR has demonstrated important outcomes, especially in health sciences and education, where it has the longest history. Such outcomes include more effective public health campaigns [46] and greater visibility and policy attention to environmental racism [47]. In natural resource arenas, PAR has included voices of marginalized populations in natural resource planning and decision-making [48], strengthened social capital [41] and built community capacity [43]. This approach has typically been used by natural resource social scientists, with little application from biophysical scientists [49]. From the perspective of community members, an important outcome is the recognition and inclusion of their knowledge as important and useful, an indicator of altered (if not inverted) power relations [43].

PAR aspires to reverse the power relations between researchers and communities [40,48], by asking community partners to define research questions and objectives related to their goals, and asking scholars to support those goals. The aim of power sharing through PAR remains elusive, however. Major critiques of the approach show how participatory rural appraisal (PRA) may reinforce rather than invert existing power dynamics in the international development arena (e.g., [50]). Reviews consistently discuss the challenges or “entanglements” of power; both power-sharing between academic and community research partners, and navigating power dynamics within communities [48,51,52]. Due to the community-based nature of most PAR, the unique context of each community, and PAR’s dependence on strong relationships of trust and reciprocity between researchers and community-members, PAR is also challenging to “scale out” across multiple sites/communities within a single initiative.

3.3. Knowledge with Action

Knowledge with action (KWA) grew out of policy and sustainability science, recognizing complex interlinked problems and the need for solutions-driven knowledge [53,54]. Typical knowledge production operates under the assumption that significant findings in research will result in public interest and subsequent action [55]. The researcher’s responsibility is to publish scientific articles in peer-reviewed journals. Though this may be adequate in certain disciplines and for certain subjects, it has proven ineffective in contexts meant to address sustainability, sustainable development and most recently, conservation. The 1970s showed movement towards “research utilization”, aiming to connect research findings to changes in social policy [56]. This model relied on active translation of the research to influence public awareness and understanding rather than simple, passive release of information. However, this model has led to implementation issues, such as when research is turned into policy without getting the public or practitioners on board, as seen in the fields of agriculture and health [55]. Another example is the assumed linkage between social science and political decision-making. The theory of the rational decision-making process, based on positivist and rationalist concepts of the use of science are idealistic and therefore unrealistic [57]. Ineffective political negotiation surrounding climate change policy is an example.
KWA requires fundamentally new connections among different ways of understanding the world \[58,59\]. The term has also been known as knowledge to action, but this term suggests a one-way direction of research use and does not communicate the two-way relations of co-production and collaboration to the crafting of usable knowledge that is relevant in local contexts. KWA has produced several frameworks demonstrating how to address complex problems (e.g., \[9\]). All frameworks agree that ‘knowledge with action’ is problem-focused rather than discipline-focused, has an evolving methodology and collaboration \[58–60\], and most often involves non-academic actors \[61\]. However, the frameworks tend to focus on the research steps and not the realities of the complex human-environment systems within which problems reside. Scholars (e.g., \[62\]) suggest the need to be cognizant of interactions among a system’s component parts and the likelihood of unintended consequences at multiple scales, and the political and power dynamics of the work \[53\]. For example, users must trust the researchers so that the work will be perceived as credible by users, be salient to their needs, and be seen as legitimate to users \[53,63,64\]. Thus, although the approach can be used globally, it must be adjusted to local conditions.

KWA methods are constructed around co-production of knowledge in the design and framing of research, the integration of research results and knowledge dissemination. At its best, the approach is made up of agents, practices and institutions that organize the production, transfer and use of knowledge \[9\]. Most KWA frameworks see sustainability as an outcome of social learning where compromises or tradeoffs are being sought to achieve multiple social, economic and environmental outcomes. Collaborations bring issues of power to light directly so that collaborators are forced to look at how power is used, expressed and practiced \[65\]. This joint process is proposed to lead to a better understanding of the types of outputs useful for policy and action. They are best presented in a format that uses understandable language, and at a scale useful for decision-making \[66\]. Recently, Future Earth created a structure for facilitating continuous networks for knowledge with action.

3.4. Knowledge Integration

The knowledge integration (KI) approach is distinct from ILK in its focus on integrating different knowledges, specifically ILK (described above) and modern scientific knowledge, to gain a more complete understanding of reality. The first peer reviewed publications using these terms emerged in the late 1970s, although documentation of different ways of knowing are common in cultural ethnographies arising in anthropology, early natural historians who used their own careful observations to build theories about the world, and conversations between emerging “researchers” (ecologists, biologists) and those who have practical and experiential knowledge \[30\]. This field was influenced by the Structure of Scientific Revolutions \[67\], which increased awareness of the social processes of modern science and questioned its superiority, and the growth of Science and Technology Studies (STS), as well as increased interest and acknowledgement of other ways of knowing \[68,69\]. Simultaneously, increased awareness of the need to understand linked social-ecological systems led to consideration of what other knowledge systems could contribute and how they might adjudicate debates in the modern scientific literature \[30,70\].

A wide variety of natural-resource-related fields from agriculture \[71\] to ecology \[30\] use knowledge integration to better understand natural systems. Although some have argued that modern scientific and experiential knowledge differ \[72,73\], most knowledge is hybrid \[74–76\]. While ecological and conservation-focused studies that integrate experiential knowledge increased during the 1990s and early 2000s, they often treated knowledge as a set of facts that could be extracted rather than involving local knowledge holders as collaborators \[77\]. Knowledge integration processes have also often required conformation to modern science by testing or evaluating experiential knowledge claims against those obtained through the scientific process, instead of respecting and acknowledging its unique epistemology \[78,79\].

There are a variety of integration approaches that vary in underlying assumptions and goals. In 1997, Blaike suggested five types of approaches, including: appropriation, functional, intrinsic,
negotiated and empowered [80]. In this typology, the first two treat knowledge as facts that can be extracted, while the second three acknowledge more of the complexities of knowledge production and transmission. More recently, Tengö and colleagues suggested five approaches to engaging local knowledge systems (not just knowledge) to enhance global sustainability. These are to mobilize, translate, negotiate, synthesize and apply [81]. Methods of knowledge integration include collection of knowledge claims through interviews, participant observation and ethnographic studies, collaborative fieldwork where participants co-produce knowledge, modeling that uses both local and social and ecological information, workshops with diverse knowledge holders, and other tools such as photo-voice and participatory mapping (e.g., [82]).

Knowledge integration outcomes include quantitative or conceptual models of systems, syntheses, and new questions about the system. This approach can lead to more awareness and respect for other ways of knowing, or can strengthen existing hierarchies by using scientific knowledge to validate experiential knowledge [83]. Critiques include removing knowledge from its social and political contexts, and therefore overlooking issues of power and privilege [74,84], failing to incorporate knowledge systems or epistemologies [85], and lack of attention to issues of process (e.g., [86]). This approach has moved the consideration of knowledge-integration products to the careful design of knowledge-integration or knowledge bridging processes [87], including co-science and coproduction of knowledge [59], dialogic networks [88], the Multiple Evidence Base (MEB) approach [89], and knowledge exchange [90]. These approaches move beyond integration of facts to recognize and respect traditional ways of knowing, the rights of individuals to help structure the bridging process, and the importance of harnessing multiple types of knowledge for real-world problem solving.

3.5. Translational Science

In the 1990s, medicine had a problem: medical research no longer reached patients’ bedsides. Translational science (TS) was born to meet patient needs. By the 2000s, TS delivered ‘bench to bedside’ medical research, with its own journal, major funding and awards [91]. In 2010, ecologists adapted this approach for ecological research [92], with less emphasis on ‘clients’, dubbing it ‘translational ecology’. In this approach, ‘ecologists, stakeholders, and decision makers work collaboratively to develop ecological research via joint consideration of the sociological, ecological, and political contexts of an environmental problem that ideally results in improved environment-related decision making’ [93].

TS today appears in medicine, ecology and climate science [94], with all of these disciplines emphasizing the goal of involving end-users in the research process. The word ‘translation’ implies a need for the parties involved to make their languages mutually intelligible, and understand each other’s cultural views. While medical applications focus on bringing together different disciplinary experts, translational ecology focuses on the process of bringing ecological scientists and stakeholders together, using principles of collaboration, engagement, co-production, commitment, communication, process, and decision-framing [93]. TS emphasizes mutual learning between scientists and stakeholders; here, knowledge co-production is helpful but not required for successful translation (e.g., [93,94]).

At its best, TS in medicine can hasten the development of breakthrough impact on major new cures for globally important diseases. TS in ecology rarely has this level of impact, likely because of the place-based nature of environmental issues. Translational ecology projects focus on incrementally improving decision-making on critical environmental issues. All TS practitioners claim that the process leads to more enduring impacts [93,94]. At the same time, scholars recognize the challenges of translational work, which include the different incentives in the worlds of modern science and practice, the additional time needed to do this work and its potential for conflict [93,94].

3.6. Evidence-Based Practice

Evidence-based practice (EBP) developed parallel to translational science within the health field, but with a focus on synthesizing large bodies of primary research to reduce bias and increase integration
with practice. Its goal was to increase the rate at which medical discoveries were used in practice and increase the delivery of health care to patients [95]. This movement started in clinical medicine but spread to nursing, psychology, social work and public health. While originally relying primarily on systematic reviews, EBP expanded to multi-disciplinary approaches which “moved from silos to synergy in interdisciplinary EBP” [96], causing a paradigm shift in medicine. EBP challenged disciplinary approaches and power dynamics, the former between disciplines and the latter called the ‘most advanced level’, where scientists and other stakeholders engage with each other. Challenges remain, however, with respect to how ‘evidence’ should be defined, how contextual factors should enter the clinical decision-making process, what is the role of the ‘expert’ and what other variables should be included in EBP including social class and local expertise [95].

In the early 2000s, Pullin and Knight [97,98], borrowing from the health field, suggested that the problems of environmental change and biodiversity could be better addressed by use of systematic evaluation of evidence to gauge the effectiveness of environmental managers’ actions. They made the case that environmental management must demonstrate that practices are beneficial, effective, and cost efficient. The speed of knowledge generation should also correspond with political processes so policy and decision-makers can access appropriate information in a time-sensitive manner [66]. To speed up the use of information, Walsh et al. (2015) claimed that brief research synopses to conservation managers increase their likelihood to change management decisions rather than rely on experience or opinion as they had in the past [99].

The Collaboration for Environmental Evidence (CEE) was created in 2007 to facilitate the creation of systematic evaluations and research syntheses for environmental conservation. Their journal Environmental Evidence is an open-source hub for the publication of such reviews, focusing on the results of conservation initiatives and synthesis methods. Numerous systematic reviews have been published with the intention of informing policy-makers and conservationists to improve conservation interventions. In addition, groups like Science for Nature and People Partnership (SNAPP), the National Socio-Environmental Synthesis Center (SESYNC) and non-profits like the Nature Conservancy have adopted this approach. However, actual applications of evidence-based conservation remain scarce, as much of the published research is presented without conservation action [100], because researchers never planned for implementation of their findings. Closing this “implementation gap” is critical for effective evidence-based environmental management in the future [101].

3.7. Citizen Science

Even though Irwin and Bonney coined the term ‘citizen science’ (CS) only two decades ago [102,103], non-scientists have been collecting scientific data for more than a century [104], and probably millennia. Citizen science is unique in its diversity of scales, its naming of participants as scientists, and its (often) online nature. Today, scholars and practitioners (primarily in Europe) define citizen science as the philosophy of engaging the public in scientific discourse and policy making [103]. In the US, citizen science is defined as the process and practice of non-scientists collaborating with professional scientists to collect, transcribe, categorize and/or analyze data [104,105] ‘that contributes to our understanding or management of the natural world’ [106]. Citizen science falls under the broader rubric of ‘public participation in science’, which also includes volunteer or community-based monitoring [107], community science [108], and overlaps with participatory action research [104,109].

Goals of citizen science projects vary from large dataset collection to public education [110]. In crowd-sourced projects, citizen scientists around the world may work on pattern recognition of data online, like galaxies [111], with no connection to their particular location. In projects that aim to collect broad, high quality datasets across regions or even nations (e.g., [112]), citizen scientists are place-based data collectors, linked only by a larger, far away project that they see online. Other projects focus first on education [113], with the quality of data collection sometimes secondary. Some projects are small and work on specific local issues, often led by citizens who generate local datasets [107], while other
projects explicitly cross scales by collecting place-based data, and integrating this information into a much larger scale dataset.

There are multiple models of citizen science \cite{104,109} that differ by who determines the scientific problem to be addressed and who leads the initiative. In a contributory model, scientists lead the projects and citizen-scientists collect and contribute data and samples. When scientists and citizen-scientists work in a collaborative model, they define shared research goals and collect and analyze data together. Leadership shifts over to citizens in the co-creation and collegial models, in which either citizens develop a study and work with input from scientists (former), or they work entirely independently without scientists (latter). Sometimes the last model evolves into citizens determining the problem but contracting scientists to do the work and report back.

The outcomes and impacts of citizen science vary by goal and scale. Many large-scale efforts create unprecedented, real-time datasets of changing phenomena, while others create small-scale datasets that generate local understanding or foster ecological literacy. They can also contribute to more transformative outcomes, including influencing future research, policy, and education directions of natural history museums \cite{106}. Experience with citizen science projects can cause citizens to understand and support modern science more generally \cite{105}. Citizens often feel empowered by participation, and can subsequently choose to participate in other leadership activities. These outcomes currently have limits, with more progress needed on transformative learning at the organizational level to promote larger impacts on policy and scientific practice \cite{113}.

Scholars of citizen science, while recognizing its strengths, think this approach to science has not reached its full transformative potential. While some citizen science projects collect data over wide areas in standard ways, there are also many disconnected small-scale datasets on similar subjects collected with different methods. Citizen scientists could also be collecting social data and information about social outcomes. Participants are currently not diverse enough. Many scholars call for better evaluation of what participants have learned, whether participation influences behavior, and whether projects affect decision making and application \cite{107}. More broadly, several scholars see a major unrealized potential: full transformation of science itself, scientific institutions, and the larger relationship of science and society \cite{113,114}. In addition, as with all endeavors, this transformative potential cannot be reached unless there is more financial investment in these kinds of projects \cite{115}.

3.8. Collaborative Adaptive Management

Collaborative adaptive management (CAM) is unique in its focus on collaborative decision making between scientists, stakeholders, and managers. It reflects a shift from command and control of natural resources towards community-based management \cite{116,117}, and the integration of modern science and management via formal adaptive management (AM), defined as the application of experimental design to implementation of resource management to speed learning and reduce uncertainty \cite{118}. CAM originated on US public lands and brings together multiple stakeholders to employ a structured, deliberative, and iterative decision-making process to assess the system, define goals, design experiments and monitoring, evaluate monitoring, re-visit assumptions, and alter management to achieve goals. Adaptive co-management \cite{118,119} and adaptive collaborative management \cite{120} share many features and benefits with CAM, but have a greater emphasis on power sharing and knowledge integration through co-management. We draw from all these literatures, but focus on CAM because of its explicit emphasis on and origins in blending science and management to solve natural resource problems.

Proposed CAM benefits include both those of adaptive management including more rapid and reliable learning that decreases ecological uncertainty and increases management effectiveness \cite{121}, and benefits associated with collaboration, such as incorporation of a wider range of knowledge and perspectives leading to potentially novel solutions \cite{122,123}; increased trust, stronger relationships and decreased conflict (i.e., greater social capital); integration of monitoring into management decisions; greater social acceptance of management decisions; and potential for learning to diffuse through the
broader community [124–126]. CAM is also associated with claims for multiple-loop learning, that is, learning beyond simple cause and effect (single loop) to changes in system assumptions (double-loop learning), and the values, norms or institutions that support them (triple-loop learning) [124,126].

CAM faces implementation challenges stemming from technical and institutional constraints [127–129] and social dynamics. Social challenges include failure to involve the right stakeholders or insufficient involvement by participating stakeholders, lack of continuity in participants, insufficient facilitation, and failure to monitor social learning [130]. Rist et al. (2013) claimed that the social and ecological aspects of CAM must be separated for success to occur [131], while Fernandez-Gimenez et al. (2019) argue that social learning emerges from the complex social-ecological dynamics of CAM [132]. Many challenges likely arise from lack of awareness and attention to power dynamics among stakeholders, including agencies and researchers, and missed opportunities for reflexivity.

Despite these challenges, several published accounts describe successful and long-running CAM processes that demonstrate the achievement of many benefits [124,126,133]. Evidence is strongest for the social benefits of CAM, especially those related to social capital and social learning, and for an association between stakeholder participation and implementation of management based on CAM monitoring and decision-making. The ecological outcomes of CAM are less well documented, and only one study, still in its early phases, directly compares ecological outcomes of CAM with conventional management [126].

4. Results: Exploring Interactions

This review demonstrates that there is a long history of sub-currents within modern science that have worked to create knowledge that is relevant, credible, legitimate and applied. The approaches included in this review developed in tandem (most starting in the mid-1990s) and their representation in the published literature has increased over time (Figure 1). The earliest to develop were indigenous/local knowledge and participatory action research, and the most recent to develop were translational science and collaborative adaptive management. The citation history shows that TDA is relatively new, and less common than other approaches. Given the long history of practice and application of certain approaches, practitioners of collaborative approaches may benefit from greater dialogue and synergy.

There are different trends in each collaborative approach. While the number of papers published for some approaches continues to increase each year (e.g., citizen science), others seem to have plateaued (e.g., translational science). Regardless of the individual patterns, it is interesting that in the past ten years, these approaches have coexisted and increased in tandem. The author team’s knowledge of these literatures suggests little overlap between these reviewed approaches and TDA. Since TDA developed and grew in the mid-2000s, it could benefit from understanding alternative approaches with longer histories.

Each approach developed from a different discipline in a different time period (Figure 2). As the timeline shows, these approaches often arose in fields where application is critical (health, natural resource management, education), and most approaches have expanded to other applied fields over time. It is possible that further exploration would show that additional applied fields (e.g., engineering, planning, architecture) have similar trends that we did not capture due to our focus on approaches that have influenced conservation and natural resources. In Figure 2, the order of disciplines shows how approaches expanded across disciplines over time, but does not imply that earlier disciplines stopped using these approaches. Given our interest in conservation and natural resources, it is not surprising that we focused on approaches that led to contributions in these fields.

We were also interested in how these approaches compare with each other based on degree of power sharing and geographic scale (Figure 3), and the degree of inclusivity and relative focus on research versus action (Figure 4). We considered each approach’s current range related to each dimension as well as where the literature and our knowledge of each approach suggest they are going in the future. Power sharing relates to how power is shared between researchers and stakeholders. Geographic scale relates to the typical range of spatial scales for a given approach. When comparing
power sharing to scale (Figure 3), we see that local scale is associated with high power sharing and broader scales with lower power sharing. Most reviewed approaches are local to regional in scale. When we consider the aspirations of each approach, it is evident that most wish to share more power, and several are extending towards larger scales.

Inclusivity relates to whether each approach includes different types of stakeholders, as well as how intensively they include them throughout the project. Relative focus on research and action relates to the emphasis put on each dimension. When comparing degree of inclusivity with relative focus on research vs action, we find a less distinct pattern, with several approaches encompassing a large amount of the overall domain (Figure 4). Approaches that are more centered between these poles seem to have a larger amount of variation. Interestingly, TDA is in the center of this figure, suggesting that it encompasses much of the range of prior and contemporary approaches. This means that application of this approach is diverse, and lessons from the other approaches might be informative. Most of the approaches seem to be moving towards higher inclusivity and increased focus on action.

These approaches have various goals, including: better communication and integration into decision making (EBS, TS), engaging stakeholders for better and more efficient science (CS, KI), presenting other ways of knowing (KI, ILK), problem-solving with communities (PAR, ILK) or informing management decision-making (CAM). In addition, all approaches want to learn about complex knowledge-action arenas. Their focus on application has led each to ask about the process and players in modern science, and how players and process need to shift. Each has answered these questions differently, reflecting their goals, field, and area of application, but they suggest several meta-themes.

5. Discussion

5.1. Meta-Themes across Approaches

5.1.1. Attention to Social Processes of Knowledge Production

The collaborative approaches reviewed in this paper encompass social as well as scientific processes, and while lessons have been identified in TDA about social processes [134], TDA can lack attention to how knowledge is produced and the importance of social dimensions [9,23]. Clark et al. (2016) argues that to manage sustainability issues, researchers must shift from knowing to learning, requiring a methodological and philosophical shift [53]. Since the problem arenas addressed by these approaches are often dynamic and complex, they frequently focus on the process of learning rather than knowledge outcomes. Learning is a social process, which requires attention to levels of engagement, sequencing of activities, and communication. It would be useful for TDA practitioners, and others working at the intersection of research and practice, to reflect on prior approaches to bridge scholarship and society to learn about effective practices.

The reviewed approaches all engage the public in different ways including as designers (PAR), collaborators (CAM), knowledge holders (KI), knowledge creators (IS), and data collectors (CS). In CAM and PAR, scientists work alongside communities to act and learn from that action in an iterative process. In these literatures, there is a long history of scholarship around social learning [109,135,136]. Even in approaches that are more unidirectional, participants understand the need to learn from the process of sharing information (TS, EBS). However, within each approach there are a range of ways that the public can participate in the research process from collegial to contractual [109]. It may be useful to explore when different engagement approaches emerge and whether these are determined by context, project limitations, preferences, training, and/or capacity. For instance, CAM practitioners have developed best practices about engagement [121] while CS leaders have learned about volunteer motivation [111,137] and engagement [138].

While some approaches have started to develop guides and best process practices, documenting the sequence, activities and practices of knowledge production is not typical (but see Thorn et al., in review). Critiques about the lack of documentation and assessment of process, including steps or
stages of engagement, strategies for facilitating learning and interactions across diverse backgrounds and ways of knowing, and practices for decision-making, power sharing, and conflict management have emerged across these literatures. Documentation and assessment of process would allow different efforts to learn from one another [87,139]. For instance, there has been a lack of attention to the process of knowledge exchange [90]. Other literatures emerging from alternative environmental dispute resolution [122] and communication in team science [140] may provide guidelines for process design and implementation to facilitate collaboration across diverse epistemologies. The long history of practice embodied in these approaches might suggest guidelines about how to develop useable knowledge that differs from and expands upon the scientific method.

As might be expected, these approaches pay attention to communication, both within the project team and outside it. Since the goal of many of them is to inform action, they need to plan for effective methods of communication within the research/practice team, and with decision-makers, key stakeholders and the public. Many approaches discuss the importance of building trust for desired outcomes (e.g., [93]). While some are primarily focused on communication of completed research (TS) or synthesis of evidence for practice (EBS), others must integrate careful and thorough multi-directional (i.e., not uni-directional) communication throughout the processes of learning (PAR, CAM). Typical forms of scientific communication (conference talks, peer-reviewed literature) are not adequate, and often more direct, interactional and innovative approaches are needed. Attention to and synthesis of lessons learned about social process could help to inform the practice of TDA, as well as broader awareness of the literature of communication studies, alternative dispute resolution, science communication, team communication, and social learning.

5.1.2. Recognizing Different Ways of Knowing

Scholars identified integration of different ways of knowing and types of knowledge as one of the main challenges of TDA [141], and identified a corresponding number of research questions about integration [5]. Collaborative approaches have wrestled with these questions over time. At one end, ILK presents ways of knowing that are alternatives to modern science. Other approaches value the diverse perspectives that stakeholders can bring to applied contexts, from defining and exploring local issues of concern (PAR), working together in a learning process (CAM), bringing lay people into scientific research (CS) and integrating different forms of knowledge for the understanding of a subject area (KI). These approaches also question the types of knowledge that need to be considered in a project, from policy knowledge (KWA) to practitioner knowledge (EBS). In these approaches, we see that integration of different forms of knowing can lead to more holistic understanding of contexts, better information and awareness of the problem areas, and community ownership of resulting knowledge, which may lead to empowerment of disempowered voices and effective application and implementation of knowledge. These approaches all acknowledge and understand the potential of different ways of knowing to assist in the management of problem arenas. Attention to how these approaches integrate different forms of knowledge may make decisions TDA researchers face more explicit and grounded in prior experience.

Despite the broadening of science in terms of whose knowledge is included, we still see that most consider modern science primary. Modern science has often been used as the measuring stick for gauging validity of other knowledge claims (KI), provides the methods that citizen scientists adopt (CS), and is the primary content that needs to be communicated (EBS, TS). Even in more integrated approaches, modern science often provides the scaffolding for community participation (CAM, PAR). The approaches reviewed here are typically led by someone trained in modern science. Given TDA’s commitment to creating science to lead to system transformation, it is important to question assumptions about the primacy of modern science. Early TDA thinking suggested a broader and somewhat revolutionary approach to knowledge production, with an opening for increased dialogue between different ways of knowing such as science and mysticism [142]. Rethinking who
leads projects and how knowledge is integrated may lead to more applied and impactful project outcomes, by addressing underlying power issues.

5.1.3. Considerations of Power

A recent review of TDA projects has shown that empowerment is rare across case studies, and few TDA projects pursue full engagement of all stakeholders at each stage in the process [4]. Given the increased funding for and use of TDA, it is critical that TDA projects consider power so that the outcomes are equitable and truly serve sustainable development goals [4]. Power differentials can exist between disciplines, and between scientists and non-scientists, stakeholders, and communities, and it is important to acknowledge them.

The approaches in this review vary in their consideration and integration of issues of power, from those that have explicitly integrated it (PAR), those that have seen increased attention and critique in how they integrate it (KI, CS), those that have explored different models of power-sharing (CAM) and those that promote and highlight alternative systems of knowing (ILK). By bringing stakeholders into the process of knowledge creation, these approaches highlight how certain ways of knowing are privileged over others, who gets to make the decisions embedded in the modern scientific process, and what types of questions are pursued within modern science and scholarship.

The level of power sharing appears connected with the relative emphasis on action, with approaches that focus on action also paying more attention to power (Figure 3). In each of these approaches, there have been critiques that call for a better integration of these issues [4,25]. One specific call has been for designing processes that help to deemphasize and navigate differences in status and power between project partners [143]. Approaches such as PAR provide a more intensive learning cycle and build adaptive capacity [144]. Attention to both what has (and has not) worked in prior approaches may help TDA researchers to incorporate best practices and avoid pitfalls.

Extending beyond these collaborative approaches, TDA may also benefit from greater engagement with critical theory, including branches of feminist, decolonial and Marxist theory, which help to understand the history of unequal power and its connections to the creation and use of knowledge. Feminist theory could provide awareness of intersectionality, or the systems of power that shape human society and experience [145], how identity influences outlook (positionality), and how different types of knowledge are valued based on power [146]. Decolonial theory could assist TDA researchers to understand how colonial history shapes modern structures of power [147] and how Western European ways of knowing, such as modern science, are not universal or higher ways of knowing [148]. Critical theorists such as Habermas could help researchers consider how different ways of knowing lead (or fail to lead) to action, and the traits of critical knowledge (such as self-reflection) that may lead to shifts in power structures [149].

5.1.4. Navigating Complexity and Reconsidering the Value of Generalization

The need to navigate real-world contexts and iterate between abstract and concrete knowledge is a methodological challenge for TDA [17]. By exploring complex real-world problem arenas, these approaches all work to navigate complexity in different ways than modern science. Instead of limiting variables of interest and controlling external factors, these approaches often launch themselves in specific and dynamic contexts. A recent paper has suggested that TDA projects use arguments by analogy to facilitate cross-project learning, but these approaches are just being formulated and tested [26]. Many of the approaches in this review embrace complexity and, in this embrace, shift the understanding of the purposes and outcomes of science.

The reviewed approaches have slightly different approaches for dealing with generalizability. For several approaches, they focus on learning by doing and working with the people who are most interested in and affected by the resulting knowledge in specific contexts (CAM, PAR). Citizen science is varied, with some projects using complex models of data collection by diverse data collectors to achieve outcomes that are generalizable; other projects focus on local contexts and then compare
across the site specificity to reach larger scale generalities. Several approaches, since they focus on application, are more concerned with contextualizing generalizable knowledge so that it can be applied in specific contexts (EBS, TS, KA). Each of the approaches reviewed in this paper push what and how we should think about generalizability. Some of these approaches focus on problem-solving in specific contexts and question whether generalizability should be the goal, since the need is localized (CAM, PAR). Others (CS) question how generalization might happen with larger and more diverse data sets. Still others (EBS, TS) help to re-contextualize generalizable information by making it more focused on local context and application.

While many of these approaches seek more use-inspired, applied and relevant knowledge for action, research funders often desire the production of generalizable knowledge or application on larger scales. There are applied and action-oriented funders that differ in their criteria for success (e.g., the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Ford Foundation). This creates tension among these approaches, as it is not possible to do everything equally well. Since approaches that work at a local scale often require relationship building and knowledge of context, it would be a challenge to both invest in local community-scale efforts as well as making larger policy-relevant suggestions. One solution could include nested learning networks to address the issue of scale in outcomes and policies [150]. TDA researchers and funders should engage in a broader discussion of the best scale for learning and application, based on specific project goals, and informed by approaches included in this review.

5.2. Implications of Understanding TDA Antecedents

5.2.1. Expanded Roles for Knowledge Production

The approaches reviewed in this paper suggest a new relationship between science and society, but the implications of this relationship are not sufficiently understood [141]. This shift has implications for roles of typical players (scientists, stakeholders), as well as a potential new role, that of boundary-spanning pracademic, whose role is to bridge different ways of knowing, research/practice, multiple disciplines and institutions, etc. (e.g., [151]). There is growing recognition of the importance of this role in more applied academic settings, from public administration to health and criminal justice [152]. While scientists still need to be knowledge experts, they also need to be co-learners who straddle knowledge domains and learn with communities [134]. If researchers take the challenges of sustainability seriously, they will need to engage with problems and the ways to navigate and resolve them [92]. This will require changes in training of future sustainability leaders (see Section 5.2.2). Stakeholders need to rethink what types of knowledge are most useful for effective decision-making, which processes are most likely to produce them, and then communicate these needs to researchers. Stakeholders also need to engage in meaningful and often time-consuming ways to foster local understanding of scientists and pracademics.

5.2.2. Training the Next Generation

Acknowledging these expanded roles influences how we train the next generation of leaders (both academic, practitioner, and pracademic) [53]. Because these approaches are highly labor intensive and involve tension/conflict, next-generation leaders must possess “collaborative readiness”, which requires preparation, practice and continual refinement [143]. Future sustainability leaders will need to understand how to navigate complex systems, manage conflict, communicate with diverse stakeholders, assess situations and analyze stakeholder dynamics, design inclusive processes, recognize power differentials and seek to rebalance them, and create effective learning processes. These are not the typical skills of technically trained natural resource managers of the past. They will require new approaches to training and education that allow for practicing these skills, applying knowledge to real-world contexts, and adding content to existing curriculum. These skills will benefit a range of students, regardless of their career trajectories. Future academics will learn a more engaged and active
process for conducting research, practitioners will understand where and how to work with academics to inform decisions, and pracacademics will gain experience navigating these intersections.

5.2.3. Incentive Systems

Individuals within academic institutions, non-profit organizations and federal agencies all respond and work within existing incentive structures. Incentive structures include financial incentives, but also criteria for evaluation, prestige, community recognition, and opportunities for advancement. Although grants for TDA approaches are increasing (e.g., www.belmontforum), this approach to knowledge production often does not fit well within traditional funding mechanisms, which are focused on short-term funding cycles and lack of resources for relationship investment [141]. Given the time-intensive and trust-building elements of many of these approaches, they require unique funding mechanisms, including seed funds to explore and design projects with stakeholders, multi-year funding to make progress, and funding for both formative and summative project evaluation, as well as documentation of long-term outcomes. There is also a need to fund synthesis and cross approach learning to address some of the intersections between the reviewed approaches.

Criteria for tenure and promotion evaluation could shift by valuing collaborative contributions. There is a need to better conceptualize of how scientific discovery, community practice, and coordination of evidence-based policies and programs all fit together [143]. If academics were evaluated equally based on different types of impact (on policy, partners, real world problem solving) as well as on traditional metrics such as publications and citations, we would likely see more applied and useful research. However, the evaluation of these diverse types of impacts is critical to this shift in these criteria for success in academia. Trends towards encouraging and incentivizing engaged scholarship are on the rise [153]. Opportunities to celebrate science-stakeholder partnerships and build the support and recognition for them would also be beneficial. Although land grant institutions often include an outreach and engagement component in faculty workloads, this is often focused more on communicating the outcomes of research rather than the more time-consuming partnership with community stakeholders. Including these novel partnerships in evaluation and promotion would be a benefit for encouraging more of these approaches on the ground, as would institutionalizing these practices in centers, educational programs, or funding opportunities.

5.2.4. Implications for the Practice of Transdisciplinarity

TDA could benefit from these approaches by including more explicit consideration of power, being more explicit about decisions regarding scale and generalizability (CS vs. KWA), learning from how other approaches have integrated different forms of knowledge, and more articulated consideration of social processes of knowledge production. A realistic and transparent assessment and navigation of power differentials should be a part of TDA. While all reviewed approaches struggle to some extent, PAR, CAM and ILK have progressed further in terms self-critique, navigation of power, and designing processes that better integrate issues of power. It would be useful to synthesize best practices from these approaches. Collaborative approaches could offer suggestions about how to both work at multiple scales: methods from CS could be used to scale up explorations of ILK, the systematic reviews of EBS could compile lessons learned across case studies, CAM could catalyze conversations about learning and sharing of knowledge across scales, and PAR could illustrate what is lost when scaling up occurs. These approaches have wrestled with how to integrate different types of knowledge. Lessons from KI could highlight the challenges and opportunities of integration, while ILK could reveal other knowledge systems and their metrics for validity. Finally, social processes of knowledge production are important to understand. By synthesizing lessons learned about engagement, sequencing, and communication from these disparate approaches we might better articulate what processes are best in which contexts and how they can lead to both different knowledge and levels of application of that knowledge.
6. Conclusions

In the inter-space where these collaborative approaches converge, we see that they often overlap with modern science, but are also broader. The roots of these approaches tap into values, culture, and collective action, stretching and challenging what science has typically been. We can see this in the focus on learning in CAM, the aim of collective action in PAR, and the desire for policy influence in KA. These issues are pushing the envelope of what modern science is, and creating forms of knowledge production at the border of scholarship and practice. In the intersection of these approaches, we seek a pathway to transform knowledge production and application.

Yarime et al. (2012) suggested that we could be seeing a third academic revolution focused on science for action and a seamless multi-directional flow between education, research and action [154]. There will always be a need for traditional scientific endeavors that produce new insights about our world, new technological advances, and solutions to discrete problems, although they may be applied faster if they include stakeholders early in the process. As we face new and more complex types of problems that range in scale from the local to the global, and connect synergistically across scales, every action we take leads to repercussions in new and unexpected dimensions. In these problem-spaces where values, politics and culture intimately influence how we frame and manage problems, modern science alone cannot address these issues. This convergence of approaches at the confluence of research and practice is perhaps our best chance at creating strategies for problem management that are feasible, effective, and equitable. By cultivating a greater awareness of approaches that have historically linked science and society for action, we may better understand power relationships, the utility of working at different scales, and the social processes of knowledge creation.

The diversity of approaches reviewed here suggests a few considerations as TDA grows: (1) whose knowledge is primary? (2) how is power shared within projects? and (3) what is the appropriate scale for TDA projects? This review has demonstrated that prior knowledge/practice approaches have typically prioritized modern science. This implicit bias has been acknowledged by some [17], and they have called for leadership roles for practitioners. How would knowledge/practice approaches differ if these efforts were led and facilitated by practitioners with modern scientists/scholars as participants? Is there a need to question current funding structures that give decision-making authority to modern scientists/scholars instead of those who will apply the generated knowledge? If the goal of efforts is truly to lead to usable and transformative science, wouldn’t this be more possible if practitioners and end-users controlled the process to confirm that it was a benefit? Finally, modern science often prioritizes projects that appear to have a broader impact or result in generalizable knowledge. As this review has shown, there are often tradeoffs between complexity, applicability, and generalizability. If the goal of TDA is to understand and inform real-world problem settings, then we should carefully approach scaling up and make sure that the knowledge generated fits and benefits the local context. We should also consider the importance of networks for exchanging the stories, experiences, and best management practices that arise in complex settings but whose lessons could be adapted to other settings.

This review highlights that TDA is not new, but a continuation of a suite of prior approaches that have sought to bridge knowledge and action. By exploring these antecedents and parallel approaches, we can see the threads that connect them, as well as the emergent and unanswered questions that could benefit from further application and exploration.
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Appendix A  Search Terms for Each Approach

We used the following search terms to locate papers affiliated with each of the reviewed approaches within Web of Science.

1. Citizen Science: “Citizen Science”
2. Collaborative Adaptive Management: “Collaborative Adaptive Management” and “Community Based Adaptive Management”
3. Evidence Based Practice: “Evidence Based Practice”
6. Knowledge to Action: “Knowledge to Action”
7. Participatory Action Research: “Participatory Action Research” and “Action Research”
8. Transdisciplinary: “Transdisciplinary Science” and “Transdisciplinary Knowledge”
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